
THE BIG SCAM

�

How our immigration system is being rorted

They are sold a dream, but instead some migrants to New Zealand are 
being exploited by scammers who sell them fake jobs and demand 
under-the-table payments for visas. In the first of a four-part 
investigation, 'The Big Scam', Dileepa Fonseka and Steve Kilgallon 
reveal the kingpin accused of orchestrating a sophisticated rort.

More than 80,000 people arrive in New Zealand on student visas every 
year. In 2014, Karamjeet Singh, from a family of Haryana Sikh farmers, 
was one of them. His Kiwi dream was to secure residency and own his 
own bistro.
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Instead, he forked out $35,000 for a job that didn't exist – part of a 
scheme to dupe Immigration New Zealand into securing visas for 
migrants who wouldn't qualify for one legitimately.  

Karamjeet paid his money to Gurpreet Singh: a Punjabi Indian who 
owned a string of Auckland restaurants, several liquidated companies, 
and had a reputation as a man who could get things done.

Multiple former clients say Singh runs a variation on a visa fraud scheme 
that appears rife among migrants; Stuff has uncovered several other 
examples and industry figures say there are many more.

1. THE BIG SCAM
How our immigration system is being rorted

2. THE KINGPIN
The fixer who can get you a visa

3. BAD EGGS
The corruption in Kiwi hospo

4. ”I'M ALWAYS SCARED"
One woman's story of being scammed

5. IP OF THE ICEBERG
How far do immigration scams go?
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1. THE BIG SCAM

Stuff's investigation has found three options taken by desperate migrants 
– all illegal:

1. They can pay a flat upfront fee – paying up to $35,000 – to "buy" a 
job and so get a work visa attached to an employer.

2. They can buy a fake job, paying purely for the paperwork, but 
receiving no income from their 'employer'.

3. Or, they can secure a real job at the minimum salary required by 
Immigration NZ for a work visa – about $48,000 pa – but repay some 
or all of it back to their employer in cash, often leaving them with less 
than the minimum wage.

Recent law changes, giving students open visas at the end of their 
study, rather than only ones tied to employers, may have made the first 
scam much trickier – but migrant advocates say other scams will replace 
it.

A former immigration minister, Tuariki Delamere, says the schemes are 
"endemic" and Immigration New Zealand is doing little to stop them. An 
immigration lawyer of two decades' experience, Alistair McClymont, 
guesses "about a third" of his clients are paying their employers in some 
form for jobs. A workers' advocate, Sunny Seghal, likewise says the 
cases Stuff has uncovered are merely the "tip of the iceberg".

Immigration New Zealand don't argue with that analysis and say they are 
receiving an "ever-increasing" number of tip-offs about scams.

2. The Big Scam: The Kingpin: Gurpreet Singh, who is accused of 
orchestrating a sophisticated immigration scam.

For those like Gurpreet, with a reputation in migrant communities as a 
fixer who can help when all legal avenues have failed, it certainly 
appears to be a lucrative business.

But those who turned to him in desperation lose out. Another former 
client, Harpreet Singh, who paid him $25,000, believes Gurpreet and his 
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associates should be prosecuted: "They need to get punished, whatever 
they have done," he says. "They have ruined many people's lives."

Karamjeet Singh's path to becoming a new New Zealander is a familiar 
one: a one-year study course, hoping it would turn into a job and 
residency. Like many others, he instead found himself with a visa about 
to expire and no employment prospects.

So he called Gurpreet Singh (no relation). 'GP' is described as a 
laidback, warm character with an easy smile. He drives a black Chrysler 
and tells you he can make you a permanent resident of New Zealand for 
$35,000. One former employee – who, like Karamjeet, paid Gurpreet 
some $35,000 to secure visas – says: "We don't like him, but when he is 
in front of us, he is so nice and friendly, we don't say anything to him."

Karamjeet claims Gurpreet said he'd found him a full-time job in 
Wellington paying a salary of $42,000 a year – at that time, above the 
pay threshold to secure permanent residency.

The catch was the job would cost Karamjeet $35,000 – but he could pay 
in instalments. A work visa would cost $10,000, the rest would get him 
permanent residency, the right to stay here. If his application failed, he'd 
get a refund.

In Wellington, Karamjeet met a man called Peter Ryan. Ryan ran 
immigration consultancy Capital Immigration. He was also director and 
majority shareholder of a second company, BC International, which 
traded as Bite Consulting Group. According to several people Stuff 
spoke to, Ryan was also the immigration advisor who handled most of 
the visa applications.

In June 2015, Karamjeet duly secured a visa to work for BC International 
as a customer service manager. But Karamjeet says he was told Bite 
wouldn't pay him, because the company itself didn't do anything.

Instead, each time he got paid, Karamjeet had to return the money. And 
because it had already been taxed on the way through, he also had to 
repay that as well.

His visa said his job was in Wellington. But as his job wasn't real, 
Karamjeet was living in Gurpreet's house in Auckland, and surviving off 
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his savings, money from his parents, and a cash-in-hand job at a west 
Auckland factory.

Karamjeet claims bank statements showing transfers, cash withdrawals 
and money transfers at foreign currency exchanges are him returning his 
monthly Bite salary back to Ryan through third parties, including via his 
Dad back in India.

The flaw was all those transfers happened in Auckland. He was meant to 
be in Wellington. Karamjeet says the plan was for Gurpreet to take his 
bank cards, and arrange for a friend in the capital to make transactions 
on his behalf, but he forgot.

So in April 2016, came an email from a seemingly-flustered Ryan to 
Karamjeet and Gurpreet, exclaiming: "What's going on all the bank 
statements have Auckland on them along with all activities in 
Auckland !!!!!!!"

When Karamjeet called Ryan to check on his application for permanent 
residency he claims Ryan told him Immigration New Zealand had asked 
for 10 years worth of salary and financial records from Bite Consulting 
and asked Karamjeet to withdraw his application.

Karamjeet says Ryan told him "many people would be affected" if 
questions were raised about Bite. He says Ryan told him Gurpreet would 
find a different way of securing his residency.

The letter offering Karamjeet his Bite 'job' includes the web address 
www.biteconsulting.co.uk in the letterhead, but a source who knows 
Ryan says Bite Consulting and the UK one are actually two separate 
companies. But he defends Ryan, saying: "I find it hard to believe Peter 
would do anything like that, he's an immigration advisor."

Immigration advisor Peter Ryan, from Capital Immigration, Wellington, 
refused to answer questions about his work with Gurpreet Singh.

When Ryan is called and told we want to ask about Singh, he says he 
doesn't want to comment, asks if the call is being recorded, and says: "I 
don't know all the facts, I've heard all sorts of rumours, and I understand 
someone is making quite serious and arguably false allegations; I can't 
comment any further than that."
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When it's pointed out that no allegations have yet been put to him, he 
says: "I'd prefer not to comment as well." Asked specifically about his 
panicked email about Karamjeet's money transfers in Auckland, he says 
he "wasn't involved in that". Asked directly if he was involved in an 
immigration fraud scheme with Singh, he says: "That is a serious 
allegation and one I thoroughly refute."

Gurpreet's main business was restaurants. He owned two in South 
Auckland – Pepperboard in Papakura (since sold), and Hungry Hopes in 
Buckland's Beach (since liquidated, a fate common with several 
companies linked to Gurpreet).

Migrant students find themselves deep in debt

Gurpreet Singh is accused of taking thousands of dollars from Indian 
migrants in a sophisticated immigration rort.

His wife, Meha Singh, bought another in Whangarei, Killer Prawn, using 
a company called Workforce NZ.

So the solution was to get Karamjeet a new visa as the restaurant's 
manager.

In his new job, he was paid $3750 a month – again, above the threshold 
to secure residency.

But a string of WhatsApp messages he gave us show multiple requests 
from Gurpreet and Meha for him to make large cash payments into 
accounts they controlled, or back into the business as 'cash sale'. He 
was allowed to keep just $400 a week as his salary – well below the 
threshold, and if he'd worked the 50 hours a week he claims, well below 
minimum wage.

Karamjeet says he was left to mostly run Killer Prawn on his own, where 
he says fellow employees would complain to him about Kiwisaver 
payments not being made.

It gave him the opportunity to take pictures of documents which appear 
to be a record of employees' payments and visa statuses – they show a 
series of names, with dollar amounts beside them along with references 
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to specific immigration procedures and visas, such as 'IPT $1600' - a 
likely reference to the Immigration Protection Tribunal, 'Work Visa $1700' 
and 'Deportation Liability Notice $2800'.

Gurpreet Singh's Killer Prawn restaurant in Whangarei.

Another former employee, Sonal (not her real name) worked in two of 
Gurpreet's restaurants and says he was rarely there and didn't seem 
concerned about their financial performance: "Sometimes it seems like 
they didn't worry about anything to do with the restaurant."

Immigration New Zealand seemed to be aware of all this. They sent 
Karamjeet a 10-page letter on May 25 last year explaining why they 
were declining his application for permanent residency (though he still 
had a valid work visa) – they were concerned about the restaurant's 
wage bill and records, and that if it was liquidated, it couldn't cover half 
of its debts. A lot of its cash flow also seemed to come from deposits 
from Meha Singh's company Mehar Hospitality, and it wasn't convinced 
these would continue.

Sure enough, Workforce NZ was liquidated in June this year, owing the 
IRD nearly $350,000. But it remains open – under new ownership.

It took the liquidators "several phone conversations" before Meha 
explained she had sold the business. It took them even longer to 
discover it had been sold to her husband, Gurpreet, and there had been 
no actual exchange of money. When they visited the restaurant, he 
demanded they leave.

Karamjeet, meanwhile, fears he'll have to leave New Zealand, and soon.

On August 14, he received an email from his lawyer, Ammar Ayoub of 
Legal Associates, a south Auckland law practice recommended to him 
by Gurpreet.

Ayoub wrote that a final attempt to renew Karamjeet's work visa (after 
his residency was rejected) had been declined last year. It meant 
Karamjeet had unwittingly been in the country illegally for months.

Ayoub said he'd not been able to contact Karamjeet at the time, and 
assumed he'd left the country because his bill was unpaid. Karamjeet 
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says he owed only $200 of a $1750 bill and hadn't realised, because 
Ayoub hadn't invoiced him.

Now he lives with the constant threat of deportation and knows his family 
in India is deep in debt.

He's tried to get a refund from Gurpreet and Meha without success. In 
one conversation which he covertly taped, Meha promises to pay him 
back at $500 a week, saying: "I tried my best to help you, but it's just not 
your destiny, so I can't help you." She says his visa must have been 
rejected because they were tipped off but says "no one here would have 
because we have the best set-up".

Karamjeet likes New Zealand, loves the people and wouldn't turn down 
an opportunity to come back one day. But he no longer wants permanent 
residency. Instead, he'd like MBIE to use his evidence and that of the 
others Stuff spoke with to get people their money back and stop these 
scams: "It's in Immigration New Zealand's hands now."

Karamjeet says he paid $35,000 to secure visas.

Karamjeet is far from alone in having a story to tell about Gurpreet 
Singh.

For example, restaurant manager Sonal claims she paid Gurpreet 
$35,000 for visas for herself and her husband (as a dependent partner). 
Twice she was successful in securing work visas at Gurpreet's 
restaurants, Pepperboard and Hungry Hopes.

The third time, she was rejected because Immigration NZ felt the 
restaurants couldn't financially sustain all the visas lodged against it. She 
says Gurpreet apologised and promised her a partial refund – but didn't 
pay up.

During her three years working for Gurpreet, she says she repaid about 
$200 a week from her declared wages.

Sometimes, Gurpreet would apologise to staff for their visa issues – she 
thinks most were involved in the scheme in some way. "He would say 
'Because you guys are suffering, I know that you don't like me' … We 
don't like him, but when he is in front of us, he is so nice and friendly, we 
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don't say anything to him." And so despite everything, she admits a 
grudging affection for Gurpreet. "He's very friendly, very polite, always 
smiling, always talking to you as a friend. You never feel like he's [taking 
advantage of you]."

Harpreet Singh is less forgiving. He's since left New Zealand, 
disillusioned, and says he paid Gurpreet $25,000 for his job at 
Pepperboard to secure residency. Officially, he was employed as a duty 
manager there for two years - but he says he only worked there for 
about two months, and as a kitchen hand.

He's got 30 messages from Meha Singh requesting his wages be 
deposited back into Meha's companies, or that they be recorded as 
"cash sales" on the company books. He says she told him to get a job 
driving an Uber because Pepperboard couldn't pay him. Plagued by the 
fear of being caught by Immigration NZ, he became depressed. On the 
phone, he struggles to suppress tears. "They need to get punished, 
whatever they have done," he says. "They have ruined many people's 
lives."

What does Gurpreet Singh say to all this? Not much. When we visited 
him at his rented home in the Whangarei suburb of Kensington, he 
refused to address any of the allegations against him, except to say they 
were "unsubstantiated".

Speaking through a locked flyscreen, he repeatedly said he was "not 
keen to speak" to us, and demanded that we left the property or he 
would call police.

We told Immigration New Zealand about Gurpreet's schemes.

INZ's assistant general manager Peter Devoy said: "These are corrupt 
practices and New Zealand prides itself on not being a corrupt society 
and I don't want my New Zealand to be corrupt."

In part two: Gurpreet's former offsider comes clean and we expose how 
the visa racket works in our hospitality industry.
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3. The Big Scam: Bad eggs 'rife' in hospitality industry
 
Gurpreet Singh is accused of taking thousands of dollars from Indian 
migrants in a sophisticated immigration rort.

In part one of The Big Scam, a Stuff investigation, restaurateur Gurpreet 
Singh was exposed as a fixer securing questionable visas for migrants. 
In part two, Steve Kilgallon and Dileepa Fonseka explore how under-the-
table visa scams work in the hospitality industry. Visuals by David White.

The New Zealand hospitality industry is rife with "tonnes" of "money-
hungry" operators ready to collaborate in immigration frauds, says a man 
who helped make many of them work.

Aamir Shah was businessman Gurpreet Singh's lieutenant as he cut 
deals with migrants to pay huge sums for jobs and visas to stay in New 
Zealand. Some of those jobs were fake, others required the migrants to 
repay most of their salaries in cash to Gurpreet.

But Shah says Gurpreet was just a middle man, and it was the owners of 
the restaurants and cafes that took on Gurpreet's clients that took most 
of the cash.

Shah says Gurpreet would charge migrants tens of thousands of dollars 
but would take only a few thousand as a "service fee" for himself.

Shah says he was "certainly" involved in the scams, but could talk 
openly because he left New Zealand for good last December.

Shah says it wasn't hard to find willing collaborators, and Gurpreet 
simply approached businesses and offered them money.

"I can tell you openly people are all money hungry right? You go and 
offer somebody money, they will take it. It's not just one employer – 
there's tonnes that have."

Aamir Shah says corruption is rife in hospitality.

Stuff spoke to another restaurateur who signed up to a similar scheme – 
operated by someone else – who was repaid in cash for the salary he 
paid a migrant chef who was working to secure permanent residency.
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Rob (not his real name) is sorry for doing it now, but says it seemed a 
good idea when he was struggling to find staff. The deal was the chef 
would effectively work for free – he would pay the official salary, but once 
a month it was returned in cash by an intermediary. The chef got an 
essential skills visa, and as soon as they qualified for residency, they 
walked out.

Rob justified it to himself by comparing it to a common industry practice 
overseas called 'staging', where aspiring chefs work for free in Michelin-
starred kitchens in return for references. But Rob soon realised two 
things – it was all highly illegal, and the chef was hopeless. But he didn't 
feel he could back out, so he let the arrangement run its course. "You 
start off thinking it's a good way to keep costs down – and there is a 
genuine shortage of chefs," says Rob. "Then I got in too deep to back 
out. Once you're in, you can't really back out."

A publican we spoke to said he once bought a pub and questioned the 
high staff costs in a budget line – only to be told that all of them returned 
a percentage of their wages back to the owner in cash.

One migrant involved in a scam brokered by Aamir Shah said he was 
paid below minimum wage and went thousands of dollars into debt to 
afford the fee.

Baljit Singh hasn't bought a new pair of shoes in two years despite 
sometimes earning over $1000 a week at a restaurant where the 
cheapest main is $26.

He provided Stuff with two years of bank statements which explain why 
he has been so short of cash.

They show regular cash withdrawals of over a thousand dollars almost 
immediately after every payday.

Baljit's former employer says he thinks these withdrawals are because 
Baljit had a gambling problem.

But Baljit says these were withdrawals of cash he had to give back to his 
employer, leaving him with just $400 a week.
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"I started my job with $17 per hour, that's on my contract for the guy," 
Baljit says. "He raised my pay to $20 an hour from November 2016 – but 
I was still getting $400 a week."

A few days before Baljit's visa was set to expire in May 2016, Gurpreet 
told Baljit he could get a work visa and a job at a restaurant for $35,000 
that he could pay in instalments.

Two weeks into work, Baljit says Gurpreet and his new boss made it 
clear he would be paid $400 a week.

Baljit says when he paid for the job he didn't realise he wouldn't be paid 
his contracted rate: he'd assumed he would be able to earn back his 
investment through his wages.

Text messages show his boss requesting Baljit keep his $400 out of an 
amount of cash to be deposited.

When his boss is twice asked for an explanation about what he meant 
by this message, he first refers the query to his lawyer, then says he 
can't recall writing the message.

Gurpreet Singh is accused of orchestrating a sophisticated immigration 
scam.

The texts are in a similar pattern to those received by Karamjeet Singh - 
whose story was covered in part one - during his employment at the 
Gurpreet Singh-linked Killer Prawn restaurant in Whangarei.

After paying most of his wage back to his employer, Baljit says he often 
did not have enough money to buy food.

The employer-sponsored work visa locked him into debt and work 
conditions that sent him spiralling into a deep depression.

The $35,000 was to be paid in instalments and to meet payments, Baljit 
borrowed money from ASB bank, his parents in India and an uncle in 
New Zealand.

At work he had no set hours: every night, Baljit had to text his boss to 
ask what his start time would be the next day.
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When Baljit didn't make payments on the money he owed, his boss 
texted to say he would employ someone else unless Baljit resolved the 
"problem with your agent".

Balijit's boss acknowledges there was an agent involved who set Baljit 
up with the job but denies knowing Gurpreet or Shah.

He says he doesn't know what the "problem with your agent" message 
refers to but says employees like Baljit were normally set up with him 
through agents who sorted out their work visas.

Baljit also faced increased mental strain from his boss's management 
style which included a text from him calling Baljit a "pussy" when he 
claimed a day off due to illness.

Baljit says he was working up to 60 hours a week, and became stressed 
and went on antidepressants.

His voice cracks as he describes these moments, reaching for a word to 
describe the strain of working at the restaurant and the stress he feels 
Gurpreet, Aamir and his boss put him under.

Although Baljit's visa was tied to the restaurant, he could apply for a 
variation of conditions to switch employer. By September 20, he'd found 
someone outside of Auckland willing to hire him.

"I was looking for the jobs day by day, day by day. I left Auckland 
because I don't want to live there anymore because that place gave me 
so much stress: job, people, you know."

The short version of how a visa scam got people into New Zealand - and 
into massive debt.

Karamjeet Singh, the scammed migrant from the previous story, says 
Gurpreet told him Shah had been caught by Immigration NZ for his 
involvement in the scheme and had informed authorities about Gurpreet.

Shah says he meant no harm by being involved in the scheme and paid 
back money to several of those who did not receive the visas or 
residency they wanted.
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He believes Baljit will also eventually get his money back.

But Baljit's attempts to seek justice have been unsuccessful. A complaint 
to the Labour Inspectorate saw inspectors visit the cafe and find nothing 
suspicious, he says.

Baljit is a "compulsive liar", according to his boss, who says the fact 
investigators didn't find anything is proof Baljit's accusations are lies.

He firmly denies receiving any payment for Baljit's job.

"I had numerous people coming and checking my books, seeing all the 
evidences that I'm not part of any dodgy deals."

A business partner involved in the restaurant says: "I'm not aware of 
anything like that. It's definitely news to me."

He adds that twice the restaurant paid Baljit cash advances (explaining 
the $400 text), which wasn't unusual, and that his work patterns reflected 
the nature of hospitality. He says the Labour department investigators 
were satisfied there was nothing in the allegations.

"He resigned, [and] after he resigned, he raised a dispute - the Labour 
department investigated, and were obviously satisfied, and it sounds to 
me like a bit of a disgruntled employee."

And the message about his agent? The business partner says that was 
an issue with Baljit trying to turn his work visa into permanent residency 
and asking for a payrise to $25 an hour to meet residency requirements 
- and the restaurant refusing.

Baljit says the reason those investigations didn't find anything was 
because wage records recorded him as having been paid regularly and 
even being paid for periods when he was holidaying in India.

Baljit had also written a resignation letter that didn't raise any issues with 
the restaurant and was later cited as evidence he left on good terms by 
the restaurant's lawyers during an unfair dismissal claim. "I think [the 
boss] is a very clever guy," he says.
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4. The Big Scam: 'I'm always scared'

Damanpreet Kaur has admitted to paying large sums of money to secure 
visas, but says those who took her cash should be held responsible.

In parts one and two of The Big Scam, a Stuff investigation, we showed 
how a Punjabi businessman appears to be running a major immigration 
fraud scheme. In part three, Dileepa Fonseka and Steve Kilgallon show 
how others are trying the same tricks. Visuals by David White and 
Dominico Zapata. Additional reporting by Tony Wall.

Damanpreet Kaur is scared - scared that she will be deported, scared 
that she has shamed her family. She owes them $35,000 - money they 
loaned her to pay for schemes that promised her a New Zealand visa.

Kaur almost invested in a third scheme - with Gurpreet Singh, the 
restaurateur whose extensive network of visa scams were exposed in 
parts one and two of The Big Scam - but by then, she'd had enough.

Damanpreet, 24, arrived in New Zealand in 2014 on a study visa to 
undertake an IT course. After that, she got a study-to-work visa - and 
then began to panic when she couldn't find a job in the IT industry.

First, she met a man who owned an IT company who said he could get 
her a visa for $5000. When the visa was declined, he returned the 
money. An immigration agent secured her a visitor visa to give her time 
to work out her next step. Increasingly desperate, she turned to her 
parents.

Her father, Jasbir Singh, a chemist back in Jalandhar in the Punjab, had 
a customer who told him their sister lived in Tauranga and could arrange 
work.

That contact in Tauranga was Paramjit Kaur. Her son, Jagatjeet Singh 
and his wife Baljinder Singh, owned several businesses, chiefly in 
horticulture. Jasbir was told, Damanpreet says, "if you get stuck in New 
Zealand, these are the guys who can help you out".

Initially, Damanpreet wasn't interested in a fruit-picking job. But, out of 
options, she eventually agreed. Jagatjeet's offsider, Kuldeep Singh, even 
drove to Auckland from Tauranga to collect her.
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Damanpreet Kaur says she's ready to go to court if Immigration NZ bring 
prosecutions.

At first, says Damanpreet through a Punjabi interpreter, the work was 
cash-in-hand, picking Kiwi fruit (she admits to not paying tax). But then 
Baljinder said she could find her work as a helpdesk operative at an 
internet cafe in Tauranga.

The deal was, says Damanpreet, that she paid $18,000 for a working 
visa tied to the IT business, but she wasn't to tell anyone about the 
arrangement as a previous client had complained to Immigration - and, 
in retaliation, Jagatjeet had arranged for her visa to be cancelled.

The premises in Fraser St were an unlikely location for a net cafe - in the 
deprived suburb of Merivale, close to the local headquarters of the 
Mongrel Mob. And in fact, it turned out to be a barber's shop with a 
couple of outdated computers down the back. And the barber turned out 
to be Damanpreet's chauffeur, Kuldeep Singh.

Damanpreet says Jagatjeet told her that she should actually find her 
own cash job, give him the money, and he would pay it back into her 
account so it looked as if she was working for him legitimately. She went 
back to fruit-picking.

But she says she was worried about Immigration checking up on her and 
began hanging around the barber shop - only to be hassled for extra 
payments, particularly by Kuldeep Singh, who said he would get her 
deported. In total, she handed over $9000 to Jagatjeet and Kuldeep, she 
says.

Kuldeep Singh denies he's taken part in a visa scam. 

At 11am on a Friday morning, the roller doors remain down at Barber 
King. Then Kuldeep Singh turns up, with a smile and a wave that fades 
when he's asked about Damanpreet.

He admits knowing Damanpreet, but nothing of any scheme around 
paying for a job and residency: "I don't know, bro … I am not the 
employer."
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Inside the shop, the so-called internet cafe is located at the very back. 
Behind a small kitchenette sit six computers, covered with a cloth, and a 
tangle of wires, many of which appear to be disconnected.

The computers at Merivale Net Cafe - Jagadjeet says they are out of use 
because Damanpreet has left.

Kuldeep admits driving Damanpreet from Auckland to Tauranga on April 
2 last year, but denies he played any part in setting her up with work. 
Asked why he made the 400km round trip, he says: "I don't know, man."

He says Damanpreet worked for a week, then never returned. After that, 
he pleads that his English isn't very good.

On the counter of the store, several business cards are laid out, 
including that of immigration advisor Deborah Gounder. Damanpreet's 
statement to Immigration NZ alleges that Gounder sat with her and 
Kuldeep and explained that she would write and post a TradeMe advert 
for the job Damanpreet had already been promised, so as to satisfy 
immigration requirements.

When we visit Gounder at her office, in two portacabins beside a 
suburban home, she denies that claim, and says nothing seemed 
suspicious to her about the IT job Damanpreet submitted an immigration 
application for. "I don't go and check every job," she says. "The clients 
find the job, we just do the visa applications."

Immigration advisor Deborah Gounder says there seemed nothing 
unusual about the visa application.

According to her statement, Damanpreet stayed at a home in Windsor 
Ave with Jagatjeet's mother, Paramjit Kaur. But she denies her son ever 
employed Damanpreet at the internet cafe, or that Damanpreet ever 
lived at their house.

Jagatjeet agrees to meet up outside a petrol station. Damanpreet has 
provided a bank account number she says she made deposits into to 
pay him. He agrees it is his account, and also agrees he received a 
payment of $4,500 from her. But he claims it was a loan, to pay a 
donation for an Indian concert - and he later returned it by cash cheque. 
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He denies getting paid an additional $5000. He expresses shock at the 
suggestion she paid for a job: "She was paying me?"

Unlike his mum, he recalls her staying at Windsor Ave. "She was not just 
employee: she lived with us and there was a relationship," he says. "She 
was a relative, she knew I'm a resident, I've been living here for almost 
20 years, she rang me and said 'Sabi, can you help me'. I said 'alright, 
I'm looking for a small business, if you're willing to work you can come 
and start this company up'."

He claims he paid her $22 an hour for a 35-hour week and estimates 
that worked out to about $600 (it's actually $770). "I only paid her once 
because she showed up for a week."

Jagatjeet Singh accepts he took money from Damanpreet but says it 
was a loan, and he repaid it.

Jagatjeet says he sank $15,000 into buying the internet business but it 
never made him money. Asked why the machines are switched off, he 
says "what do you expect?", and says the shop was unstaffed after 
Damanpreet left. "She was a relative: I thought why not just help her out, 
I just bought that little business and gave her a job offer.

"My company does $1.5m business a year, alright? I have a $100,000 
car parked in my garage, I'm going to f--- my reputation for $50,000?"

Parmjit Kaur, mother of Jagatjeet Singh, claimed Damanpreet had never 
lived at her house.

Damanpreet says she gave up on Jagatjeet when she realised he 
wouldn't provide her with a legitimate job. But contacts back in India told 
her there was another man who would charge her more for a visa - 
some $35,000 - but this time the job would be legitimate and her wages 
would be paid.

So she met Myles Watene. Watene, from a famous Waikato Māori 
family, was a former chairman of the Waikato Rugby League and of the 
Wintec Student Union, and was the director of an internet marketing 
company called Whairepo Developments.
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Damanpreet says she and her mother - who was visiting from India, and 
providing her with the cash - met Watene and two other men at a 
McDonald's restaurant in Westfield Mall, south Auckland.

There, she says, she handed over a downpayment of $2,000 in cash in 
return for promises of a full-time job in Hamilton working for Watene. She 
would eventually pay a total of $15,000 and duly gained a two-year work 
visa tied to Whairepo Developments, which said she would work at their 
offices at 12 Garden Place, in the heart of Hamilton's business district.

She says she knew of two other Punjabi women recruited in a similar 
manner. Neither of them can be reached for comment.

But Damanpreet says when she visited the office, she was told there 
was no work until "another project" came along. After that, she says, 
Watene avoided her - and never paid her anything.

Damanpreet provided Stuff with what she described as tape recordings 
of a conversation she had with a man she said was Myles Watene.

In the recordings, Damanpreet asks a man she calls 'Myles' to refund 
her $15,000. With the aid of a friend who translates for Damanpreet, 
they discuss payments which include $3800 at a first meeting in a 
McDonald's restaurant and $11,200 two or three days later.

The man she calls Myles initially declines to refund her, saying: "Your 
money has already been paid to make your work visa come."

The Garden Place address - which remains listed as the company's 
headquarters on Whairepo's Facebook and web page - is abandoned, a 
pile of unopened mail sitting in the office suite, where there's a 
whiteboard still covered with internet marketing slogans.

The occupants of the neighbouring office recognise Watene's face, but 
say he visited "once, maybe twice" in the 18 months they've been there. 
Watene has left his former residential address without leaving a 
forwarding address.

Companies Office records lead to a Cambridge accountancy firm, where 
a struck-off accountant, Shane Rose, confirms the business is registered 
to that address but won't pass on contact details. Watene does reply to 
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an email, and says he will only respond to emailed questions, as his 
phone isn't working. But he doesn't respond to a detailed list of 
questions from Stuff.

How the immigration scam worked

The short version of how a visa scam got people into New Zealand - and 
into massive debt.

Damanpreet’s next attempt to secure a legitimate visa was contacting 
Gurpreet Singh. She says she spoke to him on the phone, and he asked 
for $10,000 "commission" to secure a job and visa. She declined, telling 
us through the interpreter, that she had made too many mistakes and 
just wanted to do things legally. Then she suffered even more bad luck.

A week after moving into a shared house in Takanini, south Auckland, 
where she says she hoped to find a legitimate job to sponsor her visa, 
she opened the door early one morning to an Immigration officer. They 
were looking for someone else, but she panicked, and spilled her guts. 
They gave her 14 days' notice, via a Deportation Liability Notice, to leave 
New Zealand.

But that's been on hold since former immigration minister Tuariki 
Delamere took her case on a pro bono basis.

Delamere wrote to Immigration New Zealand manager Bernard Moritz 
admitting that Damanpreet had no legal grounds to stay in New Zealand 
- but asking for her to be given an open work visa until next June in 
return for co-operating with any investigation and prosecution of the men 
she paid all that money to.

Delamere has his doubts. "My experience is [they will do] f------ nothing," 
he says. "They should go after these pricks with a big bloody stick. 
Deporting [the victims of these scams] is not doing anything."

Delamere describes such scams as "endemic", particularly in the 
Punjabi Indian community.

"She willingly participated, and I understand why - we are creating a 
situation that allows these kids to be exploited," he says. He says he told 
her: "While you've been scammed, you have allowed yourself to be 
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scammed - and I understand that, because you are desperate, so there's 
no point pretending to immigration you didn't know, when you did - so 
let's try another angle and turn State's evidence."

Tuariki Delamere expects Immigration NZ to do nothing.

He says Damanpreet's case is far from unusual - but with one difference. 
"I've never had one with so much bloody evidence."

That's why he's insistent Immigration New Zealand should pursue 
Jagatjeet, Kuldeep, Gurpreet, and Myles Watene. "I am not going to die 
in a ditch over her [Damanpreet], because she did it to herself," he says 
frankly. "But if I was the minister, I would allow her to stay, because the 
greater good is served by going after the [men] and prosecuting them … 
they need to send a message out."

In her statement to Immigration New Zealand, Damanpreet says she 
considered suicide because she felt so guilty about losing her parents' 
money. She says she's struggling to cover her rent and eating for free at 
a local Sikh temple while she awaits a decision. She's told us her story 
because she wants "some justice".

When we talk, she switches briefly to English to say: "I am always 
scared, because I know I am not safe in New Zealand now."
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5. The Big Scam: The tip of an immigration scam iceberg

Gurpreet Singh is accused of taking thousands of dollars from Indian 
migrants in a sophisticated immigration rort.

The Big Scam, a Stuff investigation, has exposed how several 
immigration fraud rackets operate. How can we stop them? Steve 
Kilgallon and Dileepa Fonseka report in the final part of the series. 
Visuals by David White.

Immigration fraud is corrupting New Zealand and the problem is getting 
worse, admits a senior Immigration New Zealand official.

INZ's assistant general manager, Peter Devoy, believes the problem is 
growing and migrants are being "exploited up and down the country" by 
schemes similar to the ones uncovered in 'The Big Scam', a Stuff 
investigation.

Critics of Immigration NZ say they are understaffed and unable to 
investigate scams. Our enquiry found multiple schemes where migrants 
desperate to secure New Zealand residency 'bought' jobs, or repaid their 
salaries under the table to employers.

Devoy says if the schemes are allowed to grow unchecked, it would lead 
to wider "corruption" in New Zealand business. "We have an element of 
New Zealand society which is here on a corrupt basis."

The Government say a review of how Immigration NZ handles migrant 
exploitation is a major priority.

Immigration Minister Iain Lees-Galloway says "sadly, it doesn't come as 
a surprise" how widespread the schemes are.

He has commissioned a thorough review by the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment (under which Immigration NZ and the 
Labour Inspectorate both fall) of its migrant exploitation work and 
expects a report next year. "It's something the Labour Party has been 
concerned about for some time," he says. "We identified tackling 
exploitation for migrants as one of the top two priorities in the 
[immigration] portfolio."
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Immigration Minister Iain Lees-Galloway says he is launching a review of 
migrant exploitation.

It can be difficult to gauge precisely how many of the scams are in 
operation because the migrants caught in them are also breaking the 
law - and so are unwilling to whistleblow, or to speak to media.

Stuff found several who would be named and photographed, despite 
facing deportation. Migrant workers rights' activist, Sunny Sehgal, an E 
Tū union organiser who helps run the Migrant Workers' Association, 
says that's rare, as fear has stopped effective investigations and stories 
in the past. "Other journalists have tried to cover this kind of story, but 
the people were all blurred-face and not confident to talk," Sehgal says.

Sehgal says he's fielded seven complaints about Gurpreet Singh - but 
most wanted to remain anonymous and not make formal complaints. 
They were afraid of deportation, or being ostracised by the Punjabi 
Indian community. "But I am not here to help one individual, I am here to 
fix the problem forever," he says. "So I only help those who are happy to 
fix it for other people as well."

Sunny Seghal says it's rare for migrants tied up in such scams to be 
willing to be named and photographed.

The exception, he says, was one man who begged him for help and he 
arranged a 50 per cent rebate of the $30,000 he had paid to Gurpreet 
through Gurpreet's former lieutenant, Aamir Shah. "I would say this 
[these cases] is just the tip of the iceberg," says Sehgal. "There are 
many people doing these things."

Immigration New Zealand's Devoy accepts that claim. During an 
interview, he unlocks his phone to show an email received just minutes 
earlier: another tip-off.

He says franchises dominated by specific nationality groups "would 
suggest that there might be something going on, and that there is a 
reason for that, and that they might be able to buy into those areas and 
dominate those areas and perhaps pay more for the franchise than the 
market rate because they've got a competitive advantage: ie they don't 
have the same wage bill."
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But while it's difficult to get a precise figure for the number of scams, 
those spoken with during Stuff's investigation are convinced the problem 
is substantial.

Veteran immigration lawyer Alastair McClymont believes entire industries 
are now reliant on exploited migrant labour. McClymont, who has two 
decades' experience in immigration law, says Kiwifruit orchard owners 
openly tell him how much they rely on migrant labour. "They basically 
say that if the Indian student market dries up then there'll simply be 
nobody to pick kiwifruit at all."

Lees-Galloway isn't convinced the issue is that bad, but says because 
export markets for our primary products demand high labour rights 
standards, there is a risk for New Zealand around convincing them these 
are being met.

Mandeep Bela, right, says the education market is sold as a path to 
residency.

FIRST Union organiser and Indian Workers Association co-ordinator 
Mandeep Singh Bela, says he's dealt with tens of cases, resolving many 
of them at mediation when he confronts employers over their 
exploitation. The organisation's Facebook page fields about ten 
enquiries a month from exploited workers. He too was exploited, he 
says, working for $9 an hour, cash-in-hand, on a kiwifruit picking gang 
when he first arrived in New Zealand in 2009.

One member of the Auckland Indian community says that when they 
worked in a call-centre, securing visas by paying for them was an 
openly-discussed topic. People shared notes on how they could do it.

He knew of at least six people in the city who had arranged visas by 
paying for a job and a regular amount to cover tax payments to IRD, or 
were repaying parts of their salary under the table. "It is so well set-up 
that I imagine it would be quite hard for Immigration [NZ] to catch them 
because they cover their bases so well, that unless they were raiding 
everywhere they would never catch them."

Sehgal and fellow activist Mandeep Bela say the answer is giving 
whistleblowers extended visas in return for their co-operation.
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Both Devoy and Lees-Galloway say there's a policy that whistleblowers 
won't be "unduly penalised" for coming forward - but wouldn't commit to 
extending that.

Immigration NZ's Peter Devoy says they are receiving a large number of 
tip-offs about such scams.
Devoy says that would reward corruption, and those who come forward 
are usually so complicit that their testimony can be attacked in court. 
Devoy says whistleblowers would, however, not be disadvantaged - 
unless they are later found to be complicit. "If they were shown to be 
complicit or having been a party to the offending then shouldn't that be 
taken into account?"

Bela, whose day job is as an organiser at First Union, says that ignores 
the power imbalance between employer and employee. He says the 
focus should be on acting much more harshly against those organising 
the scams.

Instead of using punishments such as hiring freezes - which he says 
really just punishes migrants - they should use the Crimes Act and 
prosecute the scams as fraud and theft. Former immigration minister 
Tuariki Delamere agrees, saying the only way to curb the scams is by 
sending a message through tougher sentencing.

Bela says in his experience, neither the Labour Inspectorate nor 
Immigration NZ feel a responsibility to look after whistleblowing 
migrants: his solution would be a specific migrant exploitation division 
with the power to grant visa extensions to those who agree to give 
evidence against the fraudsters.

One positive is a recent change to immigration law which gives students 
a three-year 'open' work visa once they complete their studies. 
Previously, they had a study-to-work visa, which allowed them time to 
find an employer-sponsored job.

Removing the ties to an individual employer could substantially curb 'job-
selling' - the type of scheme signed up to by Karamjeet Singh, the 
subject of part one of The Big Scam. Lees-Galloway says that was the 
intent of the law change, and Mandeep Bela agrees it's a good start. But 
he says recent changes don't go far enough. In particular, he argues that 
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our problems with immigration scams start even before migrants arrive 
here.

Gurpreet Singh was the fixer in a scam to have migrants pay for visas 
and residency.

Unlike immigration advisors, education agents (who arrange study visas 
and college courses for migrants) don't need to be licensed, giving them 
the freedom to tell potential migrants unrealistic stories of their prospects 
of citizenship here. The migrants then become embroiled in scams when 
they realise the truth, he says.

"They are selling them false promises right from the beginning ... they 
come here and reality hits them hard," he says. "They've [these 
advisors] basically been given a green light by immigration to say 
anything they want."

Lees-Galloway says he's been advised by MBIE not to license education 
advisors because it would be too onerous, and enforcement is easier 
with the colleges where they send students, but he is "monitoring that 
very closely" and says if there isn't behaviour change from agents 
"giving misleading information" about residency prospects, he will make 
changes.

Bela says the Government's own sales pitch also makes them complicit: 
Immigration New Zealand's own website touts a "world-class education 
and an unforgettable experience". That adds to the experience of 
migrants expecting doors to open easily for them when they arrive - and 
their desperation when they do not.

Bela says the Government talks about the overseas student sector as a 
"$4bn industry" and he says that shows it's not really about education at 
all - it's a "transactional exchange". For the students, it's about a route 
into residency; for the Government, it's about dollars into the economy. 
The education component is ignored. "A [migrant with] Business Level 5, 
Level 6, Level 7 [qualifications] end up working for dairies - what sort of 
education are they getting?"

Lees-Galloway says the recent law change which means students 
qualify for three-year 'open' work visas when they graduate (that is, ones 
not tied to an employer) was not just aimed at reducing 'job selling' 
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scams but also at sending a message that education visas are 
principally about securing a good education - and making the pathway to 
residency thereafter much clearer.

He admits there is education work to be done in some migrant 
communities to explain that these schemes are not acceptable.

Lees-Galloway says educating migrants on their rights and advising 
them to join unions is important and will help to convey the message that 
"this is not the New Zealand way of doing things".

The short version of how a visa scam got people into New Zealand - and 
into massive debt.

For Devoy, the way the scams have infected particular sectors of 
industry, such as hospitality, means there's major unfairness developing 
in business. The advantage of underpaying staff allows unscrupulous 
operators to take that advantage and "buy another business or get 
ahead and keep doing this and if that goes unchecked for a period of 
time you then have corruption of business systems."

McClymont says more favourable visa and residency conditions for 
settling in the regions shifts the problem further out from Auckland to 
other regions, and says Hamilton and Tauranga are easy targets for 
such schemes because Immigration NZ is also grossly understaffed in 
the Waikato-Bay of Plenty region.

Devoy doesn't argue with suggestions there aren't enough investigators 
or resources to fight the problem. "You'll probably at the end of this give 
me information which needs to be investigated: I don't know whether I'll 
be able to get an investigator onto it straight away," he says. "We've got 
20 investigators - and they're all busy."

Lees-Galloway says he's asked MBIE to start work before Christmas on 
a thorough review of their migrant exploitation work so he can make 
decisions on where to invest in a "robust" system.

He says questions of a specialist migrant unit; understaffing at 
Immigration NZ and the Labour Inspectorate; and increasing penalties 
are among the areas he expects to be canvassed.
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"This is New Zealand: we believe in treating people fairly and everyone 
who works in New Zealand has a right to a decent job that pays a fair 
wage where they are safe and taken care of," he says.

"We don't want our reputation to become that of a place where migrants 
are exploited.”

Have you been exploited by an immigration fraud? Contact us: 
dileepa.fonseka@stuff.co.nz and steve.kilgallon@stuff.co.nz

(Source; Stuff, Dileepa Fonseka and Steve Kilgallon)

Our comments

it is scandalous that corruption on this scale in the immigration industry 
is actually happening AND apparently allowed by the authorities!

It confirms my personal opinion and believe that those, who work in the 
education sector selling courses to migrants locally or overseas, MUST 
be licensed in the same manner as licensed immigration advisers!

It also confirms that Immigration New Zealand should cary out more 
stringent verification processes from  countries where the drive to come 
to New Zealand is not education driven but population driven and 
economic driven.

New Zealand is an excellent country to live in, to bring up a family and or 
to retire. Surely, no-one from Kiwi’s to those who have been given the 
welcome and allowance to stay here, wishes the image from New 
Zealand to be negatively influenced by these happenings, nor would 
they wish to live in a country where corruption at such a scale is an 
accepted norm!   
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